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The installation of the tub must be
performed by qualified personnel for
both regarding the electronic connec-
tion that for the hydraulic one. Before
connecting the bath, the installer must
see that the electrical system is
protected by a circuit breaker (0.03)
and that the earthing system complies
with the laws in force in the country of
installation.

The whirlpool bath must be connected
to the electrical system permanently
(with an H05 cable - 3x2.5 mm three
pole with a  2.5 mm  cross section)
by means of a double-pole switch
(minimum 3 mm opening between
contacts) and suitably rated (KW) for
the appliance to be connected, located
away from areas 0,1,2,3 and from
areas where jets of water are possible. 

TECHNICAL
DATA SHEET

The overall dimensions are given in 
centimetres. Actual dimensions can 
vary by ± 0,5 cm. The bath must also 
be connected to the building’s
equipotential earthing system by 
means of a terminal on the frame.

If the bath is to be recessed in walls, 
the guarantee will only be valid if the
walls are fitted with inspection and 
aeration grids of a suitable size.
It is also important that the bath can be 
taken out at any time without having to 
do anything to the walls. 

WARNING:
If all or even part of the above 
described conditions are not complied
with the safety of the whirlpool bath
cannot be guaranteed and, as such,
not only is the guarantee invalidated
but also the manufacturer can in no
way be held liable for any direct or
indirect damages caused by the bath.
In those cases where such conditions
are not complied with, the guarantee
will only cover the substitution of parts
deemed defective and not the labour 
needed if the bath has to be removed. 

Provide shut-off cocks out of the 
dimensions of the product for hot 
and cold water closing.

If the water pressure is higher than
indicated, install pressure reducers.
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TUB LX

SYSTEM
ELETRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Volt WA

230 2 420

JETS

Airl. UseWhirl.

- 12

Max

Airpool

WATER CONT. PACKING DIMENSIONS WEIGHT (KG)

Lenght Width Height

180 90 71 159 174

Net GrossHz

50-60

Volume

1.15260 l 355 l

- - - - -Tub with frame 180 90 71 149 164- 1.15260 l 355 l

Edition: 15/02/2019GRUPPO GEROMIN S.r.l. reserves the right to make changes to the product at any time without giving any notice.



ELECTRIC AND HYDRAULIC PREPARATION

LX corner bath installation.
For RX corner installation the connections are mirrored.TUB LX

POSITIONING OF IGNITION CONTROLS AND TAPS

LEGEND
A - 1/2 " cold water connection.
B - 1/2 " hot water connection.

A1 - Connection for wall taps.

C - Power cord output.
      (minimum length 2 m).
D - Equipotential cable output.
S - Exhaust Ø40 mm.

NOTE
- For tanks with frame, do not provide power cord.
- In all cases always prepare the cable for the equipotential.
- For the bath tub taps in our catalog, use only A and B connections.
- If a wall fitting (A1) is envisaged, consider the measurements indicated in the drawing as the center of the same.
  The mouth for dispensing the water load in the tank must be at least 5 cm higher than the edge.5 cm.

AIRPOOL

Tub LX Tub LX

FOR DX VERSION THE COMPONENTS ARE SPECULAR
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Operating pressure:
- MIN 150 kPa (1,5 bar)
- MAX 300 kPa (3,0 bar)
Hot water temperature:
- MAX 60°C (140°F)




